
Hi! I’m Fiona.
Recent grad from UC Davis with a BA in Design.

I was recently a Marketing Designer Intern 
at a game company in Tokyo this summer.

I’m pretty good at:
Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesign
AfterEffects
Sketch
InVision/AdobeXD
HTML/CSS
Prototyping
Wireframing
User Testing



UI/UX

Queeries is an all-inclusive 
LGBTQIA+ sex forum app that cre-
ates a safe space for all genders 
and sexualities to give each other 
advice while promoting sexual 
awareness and education through 
the glossary and articles provided 
within the app.

SKETCH + ADOBE XD

PROJECT SCOPE



Link to working prototype:

https://xd.adobe.com/view/5b1d957b-dbeb-4ca3-58f3-54388ac29a3d-2d2c/

The main function of Queeries is to 
operate as a forum space separat-
ed out by categories based on dif-
ferent types of questions that adults 
tend to be 'iffy' about answering. 
Here, anything is up for discussion 
and the app normalizes these kinds 
of questions.

One of the perks of Queeries is that 
your profile that you've customized 
with what your identity follows you 
around so that others get to know a 
little more about you as you post 
and discuss.

QUEERIES

FUNCTIONALITY AND UX

PROTOTYPE



UI/UX SKETCH

The purpose of this assignment was 
to create a homepage interface, or 
make an existing one better. I was 
assigned healthcare, and created a 
interface based on existing trends 
that I saw in healthcare companies 
using the Sketch App. We were 
required to follow the UX process 
such as comparative research, cre-
ating personas, and reiterating 
through feedback.

PROJECT SCOPE



WIREFRAMING/PERSONA



DRAFTS



DRAFTS



DRAFTS



DESIGNERS OF COLOR

Designers of Color started off as an 
individual UI/UX research project 
for a capstone class at UC Davis in 
response to the DIS 2018 theme of 
diversity in design. Eventually, it 
became a collaboration project 
with my classmate that combined 
the idea of diversity in Design and 
ethnic diversity. The project was 
showcased at Makerfaire 2018 in 
San Mateo, CA.

PROJECT SCOPE



UI/UX HTMl/CSS/JavaScript

The interactive platform utilizes 
MapBox to generate visual data for 
the geographic density of designers 
and their disciplines. When data is 
submitted through the profile form, 
they are populated and stored into 
Firebase.

VISUALIZING DATA



The storytelling aspect of DoC 
meant to give users a voice and 
share it with the world. The ques-
tions for the profile asked a variety 
ranging from the design discipline 
itself and some in regards to ethnic-
ity and the struggles of being a 
POC in the design field.

PROFILES



TYPOGRAPHY INDESIGN







TYPOGRAPHY INDESIGN





TYPOGRAPHY INDESIGN



THANK YOU!

CHECK OUT MY ONLINE PORTFOLIO HERE:

HTTPS://FXTZHOU.GITHUB.IO/PORTFOLIO


